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Abstract

This paper provides a theoretical basis for eliminating
or reducing the energy consumption due to transients in
a synchronous digital circuit� The transient energy is
minimized when every gate has no more than one output
transition per clock cycle� This condition is achieved for
a gate when the gate delay equals or exceeds the maxi�
mum di�erence between path delays at gate inputs� In
practice� path delays are adjusted either by increasing
gate delays or by inserting delay bu�ers� The mini�
mum transient energy design is obtained when no delay
bu�er is added� This design requires possible increases in
gate delays to meet the minimum energy condition at all
gates� However� the delay of the critical path may be in�
creased� In an alternative design� where the critical path
delay is not allowed to increase� delay bu�ers may have
to be added� The theory in this paper allows trade�o�s be�
tween minimum transient energy and critical path delay�
We formulate the problem as a linear program to obtain
the minimum transient energy design with the smallest
number of delay bu�ers for a given overall delay of the
circuit� An optimized four�bit ALU circuit is found to
consume ��� peak and ��� average power compared to
the original circuit�

�� Introduction

Recently� Agrawal 	�
 proposed a method for low power
design by increasing inertial delays of selected gates to
suppress hazards� In this paper� we study the relation�
ship between the energy consumed by hazards and the
signal delays in the circuit� As a result� two methods
of energy reduction emerge� These are the well�known
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method of balanced delays 	� �
 and the method of in�
creasing delay for hazard 	ltering 	�
�

�� Circuit Delays and Transient Energy

Consider a combinational circuit consisting of Boolean
gates� Primary inputs and the outputs of gates are sig�
nals� All signals are binary and assume either � or �
values� Any change in a signal is called an event� Events
at primary inputs of the combinational circuit start a
transition interval� which continues as long as there are
events occurring in the circuit� After the elapse of a su��
ciently long time following the last primary input event�
when there are no events in the circuit� the circuit is
considered to be in a steady state�
It is a property of combinational logic that the steady

state signals are uniquely determined by the input sig�
nals� The signal values in the transition interval do not
have that property� since the instantaneous value of a
signal may also depend on delays in the circuit� We will
call the signal values in steady state as the correct logic
values� During the transition interval� a signal can have
multiple events� However� it will always settle to the
correct logic value�

Consider a Boolean gate in a combinational CMOS
circuit� The gate has a single output and can have one or
more inputs� We assume that the Boolean gate consumes
energy only when it produces an event at its output�

Theorem �� For a correct operation with minimum
energy consumption� a Boolean gate must produce no
more than one event at its output during a transition
interval�

Proof� Consider the gate output signal before and after
the transient interval� Let us denote these two steady
state values as a and b� each of which can be either �
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or �� We consider two cases�

� Case �� a � b� If the gate produces events at its
output in response to one or more events that occur
at its inputs� then it must produce an even number
of events ��� � �� � � �� This is because� the output�
which begins with value a� must return to the same
value� For this case� minimum energy is consumed
when the output has no event�

� Case � a �� b� When the gate responds to input
events� the number of events at its output must be
odd ��� �� �� � � �� This is because� the steady
state output value must di�er from a� For this case�
minimum energy is consumed when the output has
one event�

Combining the two cases� we �nd that for arbitrary
signal changes� minimum energy is consumed when the
gate has either no event or just one event at the output�
The correct steady state logic value� if obtained with two
or more events� will consume more energy�

Boolean gates have no memory� Their output is
uniquely determined by inputs� The correct output is
determined by the correct �steady state� inputs� How�
ever� in the transition interval� a gate may be quick to
respond to extra events� According to Theorem �� the
number of essential events is either � or �� The extra
events always occur in pairs �see proof of Theorem ���
the two events in the pair cancel each other� Next� we
examine the maximum number of events that can occur
at the output of a gate� We will assume the gate to have
an ideal delay d as de�ned below�

De�nition �Zero�Delay�� An event at a gate input�
which changes an input value in such a way that the
output logic value should di�er from the prevailing out�
put� causes the zero�delay gate to produce an output
event� The output event occurs at the same time as the
time of the input event� We will call such an output
event a zero�delay event� since it coincides in time with
its �cause� event�

De�nition �Ideal Delay�� If one or more events occur
at time t at the input of a gate with ideal delay d such
that a zero�delay gate would have produced an event e�
then the gate will produce e at time t � d� provided no
other event occurs at the input in the interval 	t� t � d
�
requiring another zero�delay event� This is shown as the
single event case in Figure ��a�� In general� any number
of zero�delay events can occur in an interval of duration
d� As shown in Figure ��b�� an even number of zero�delay
events in an interval 	t� t�d
 will produce no event at the
output of a gate with ideal delay d� This is because each
alternate event is canceled by the following event� For an
odd number of events in the interval 	t� t � d
� however�
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Figure �� Events produced by an ideal�delay gate

the last event is not canceled� After the last event� if no
zero�delay event occurs for an interval d� then an output
event is produced by the ideal�delay gate� as shown in
Figure ��c��

Theorem �� Given that events at the inputs of a gate
occur at times� t� � t� � � � � � tn� the number of
events at the output of the gate cannot exceed

min�n� � � b
tn � t�

d
c� ���

where d is the ideal delay of the gate�

Proof� We will derive two upper bounds on the num�
ber of ideal�delay output events produced by the gate�
The lower of these two upper bounds will then be an
acceptable tighter upper bound�

First Upper Bound� Any event at the input of a gate
can potentially produce a zero�delay event at the output�
Since an output event must be caused by some input
event� the number of output events cannot exceed n�
which is the �rst upper bound on the number of events�

Second Upper Bound� We will consider the case where
n zero�delay events are arbitrarily placed in an interval of
duration tn � t�� In Figure � these potential zero�delay
events are shown by upward pointing arrows� From the
de�nition of ideal�delay� we �nd that a zero�delay event
at ti can produce an ideal�delay event only if ti��� ti �
d� In other words� the gap between successive events
must not be less than d� Since the events can occur
at arbitrary times� the gap d can only be guaranteed for
the last event at tn� The number of output events cannot
exceed the maximum number of gaps of duration d that
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Figure � An arbitrary distribution of n events

can be placed in the interval 	t�� tn�d
� This is given by

b
tn � d� t�

d
c � � � b

tn � t�

d
c ��

This is the second upper bound on the number of output
events�
Combining the two upper bounds� we get the tighter

upper bound of Equation ����

Theorem  provides an insight into reducing the num�
ber of output events� The upper bound of expression ���
takes the smallest value when

tn � t� � d ���

This upper bound is �� which according to Theorem �
is the condition for the correct operation with minimum
energy consumption�

De�nition� A combinational circuit has a minimum
transient energy design if for any set of arbitrary si�
multaneous changes at primary inputs� steady state is
reached with no more than one signal transition per gate
output�
Inequality ��� is a generalized condition for minimum

transient energy design� Two possible ways of design are
discussed below�

Balanced Delay� If all input events occur simulta�
neously� i�e�� t� � t� � � � � � tn� then inequality ���
is satis�ed for any value of d� This can be accomplished
by equalizing the delays of signal paths arriving at the
gate� In practice� gates on fast paths can be slowed down�
Also� a fact that is often not recognized is that path de�
lays do not have to be perfectly balanced� According
to inequality ���� as long as the di�erences between path
delays are within the gate delay 
d�� hazards will not be
produced� However� di�culties arise in certain cases�

� In general� the delays of rising and falling events can
be di�erent� Balancing of both types of delays for a
path then becomes di�cult�

� In some cases� slowing of a path requires extra de�
lay bu�ers� Examples are primary input signal and
fanout signals that feed into gates at di�erent levels�

Hazard Filter� This is done by increasing the delay
of the gate such that d � tn � t�� Essentially� a large
delay gate acts like a low�pass �lter that eliminates the

rapid variations within the transition interval� In prac�
tice� the delay of gates can be increased without adding
bu�ers� However� a disadvantage of the method is that
it increases the overall delay of the circuit 	�
�

De�nition� The delay of a path is the sum of delays of
all elements �gates and interconnects� on the path� For
a combinational circuit the overall circuit delay is the
longest delay on any path between primary inputs and
primary outputs�

�� Minimum Transient Energy Design

For a given logic circuit� we can achieve a minimum
transient energy design if inequality ��� is satis�ed for all
gates� Such a design requires adjustment of delays and
may sometimes increase the overall delay of the circuit�
Delays of logic circuit elements �gates and interconnect�
ing nets� can be lumped as output and input delays for
gates� The output delay of a gate consists of the switching
delay of the gate� and the time of charge or discharge of
the lumped output capacitance� The output of the gate
may feed into several gates through a fanout net� The
output delay is associated with the stem of the fanout�
In general� fanout lines will have di�erent lengths and
the signal will arrive at each fanout at a di�erent time�
This e�ect is represented by the input delay of the fanout
gates� Thus� a gate will have one delay associated with
its output and separate delays for each input�

The output delay can be controlled by varying the
sizes of devices in the gate� A control of input delays
is more di�cult as it involves changing the geometry
of nets� For a given design� therefore� input delays are
changed by inserting bu�ers� In an energy minimized
design� the use of such bu�ers in not desirable since each
bu�er will consume additional energy� Before we for�
mulate the problem of delay adjustment� the following
result is useful�

Theorem �� If the overall circuit delay is constrained
not to increase� then a minimum transient energy de�
sign cannot be guaranteed by only increasing the output
delays�

This result can be proved by contradiction� The ex�
ample of Figure � shows a circuit with two longest paths
of equal delays� Each block has one unit of minimum de�
lay and interconnects are assumed to have no delay� The
original design does not contain block C� So the output
of A feeds into B� Inequality ��� can be satis�ed for gate
B in two ways� Either the output delay of A is increased
to � units� or the delay of B is increased to � units� In
both cases the overall circuit delay is increased� If the
overall delay is to be held �xed at � units� then we must
increase the input delays for B by a  unit delay bu�er C
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Figure �� An example for Theorem �

shown with broken lines� This is an example where min�
imum transient energy design was possible only with an
increase in the overall delay� There are other examples
where primary input signals are involved and one must
increase input delays to satisfy inequality ����
Notice that an increase of an input delay requires the

insertion of a bu�er� Thus� any attempt at minimizing
energy by the manipulation of input delays has an as�
sociated penalty of the energy consumed in the bu�er�
According to Theorem �� if overall circuit delay was con�
strained� the use of bu�ers may be necessary� In other
words� when circuit speed is most critical� the circuit
may have to use more energy than the possible absolute
minimum energy operation�
Suppose� we restrict our attention to the minimum

transient energy design where no constraint is imposed
on the overall delay� Our problem is then to obtain the
minimum transient energy design for the smallest in�
crease in the overall delay without inserting any delay
bu�ers� For a general case� the following result holds�

Theorem �� If the overall delay of the circuit is allowed
to increase� then a minimum transient energy design is
always possible by adjusting the output delays of gates�
Such a design will have the smallest transient energy con�
sumption among all delay transformations of the original
circuit�

The proof is straightforward� since inequality ��� can
be satis�ed for all gates by only increasing the right hand
side� A simple procedure would be to levelize the circuit
from primary inputs to primary outputs� Then we pro�
cess gates in increasing level order and� when necessary�
increase output delays to satisfy inequality ���� For ex�
ample� for the circuit of Figure �� only the delay of B
will be increased to � units� Since no bu�er is added� we
obtain the minimum transient energy design�

�� Linear Programming

A linear program determines a set of variables such
that an objective function is minimized �or maximized�
under given constraints 	�
� We give an illustrative linear
programming model� which can be suitably modi�ed for
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Figure �� Linear program variables for add�b circuit

speci�c technologies and layout styles�
Variables We have two types of variables� gate delays

and bu�er delays� Gate delay variables� one per gate�
are the inertial delays of gate outputs� Bu�er delays
are the delays of bu�ers placed on primary inputs and
all fanout lines� Each gate delay is assumed to have
a minimum value of unity� The minimum delay for a
bu�er is zero� Consider the adder circuit add�b shown
in Figure �� Gate delays are x� through x� and the
delays of bu�ers �shaded elements� are x�� through x���
Note that no bu�er is placed on a fanout feeding into a
single�input gate� This is because the bu�er delay can
be included in the gate delay� For example� consider the
fanouts of gate C�A� One fanout has a bu�er of delay
x�� and the delay of the other fanout is controlled by by
the inverter P�� The lower bounds on variables are�

xi � � for � � i � � and xi � � for �� � i �  ���

In general� any minimum delays can be speci�ed for
gates�
Objective function Since we want a solution with the

smallest number of bu�ers� a suitable objective function
to be minimized is the sum of all bu�er delays� For the
circuit of Figure �� we minimize

��X

i���

xi ���

Note that our real objective is to minimize the number
of bu�ers� However� expression ��� is preferred since it
is a linear function of variables� In general� any weighted
combination of ��� and path delays can be minimized�
Constraints There are two sets of constraints� The

�rst set speci�es the requirement of the overall delay of
the circuit� Thus the delay of all� or some selected subset
of� paths should be bounded by a user�speci�ed parame�
ter maxdel� For the add�b circuit �Figure ��� constraints
on two of the paths are shown below�

x���x���x��x��x��x�	�x
�x���x	 � maxdel ���

x���x���x��x��x��x�	�x
�x��x� � maxdel ���
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Table �� Minimum transient energy design of the add�b circuit using AMPL 	�


Given delay Linear Programming solution �all other variables are �� No� of Max� IO delay at
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Similar constraints can be applied to all IO paths� How�
ever� note that other paths di�er from these two paths
in segments whose delays are controlled by the second
set of constraints�
The second set of constraints specify the inequality ���

for each pair of paths converging at a gate� These con�
straints must be speci�ed for all multi�input gates� Sup�
pose the delay of gate i is speci�ed as xi and the delays
of two paths incident on two di�erent� inputs of this gate
are d� and d�� These delays are represented as sums of
delays of gates and bu�ers on paths� Then� the linear
constraints of inequality ��� are�

d� � d� � xi and d� � d� � xi ���

Typical constraints for gate HS� in Figure � for a pair
of paths are�

x�� � x�� � x� � x� � x�� � x�
 � x� � x� ���

�x�� � x�� � x� � x� � x�� � x�
 � x� � x� ����

Similar constraints must be speci�ed for all path�pairs
converging on two di�erent inputs of HS�� as well as for
all multi�input gates C�A� Q�� C�B� Q�� C� and S��

�� Results

We wrote a C program to derive linear programming
models in AMPL 	�
 directly from the netlist of the cir�
cuit� AMPL is a mathematical programming language�
Its compiler produces a linear program whose solution
is found by the MINOS ��� solver� In general� the min�
imum delays of gates can be speci�ed according to de�
sign considerations� For our examples we assume that
all gates have a minimum delay of unity and all bu�ers
have minimum delay of zero�
For the add�b circuit� the AMPL model contains ��

path delay constraints of the type ��� and ���� There are

�Note that two paths incident on the same input of a gate can�
not produce a hazard�

�� pairs of constraints of the type ��� for all two�input
gates� Since the minimum IO delay is � units� no solution
is possible for maxdel � �� For other values of maxdel�
the solutions are shown in Table �� When maxdel � � is
speci�ed� we require two bu�ers� For maxdel � � only
one bu�er is needed and for maxdel � �� no bu�er is
needed� In all cases� the condition of inequality ��� was
satis�ed at all multi�input gates by optimally combining
delay balancing and hazard �ltering to meet the maxi�
mum overall delay �maxdel� requirement� Representa�
tive signal waveforms� as obtained by Spice simulation�
were similar to those reported in our earlier paper 	�
�
These waveforms clearly show that no gate has more
than one transition per vector� a necessary condition for
the optimum design �Theorem ���

Notice that the linear objective function of Expres�
sion � minimizes the sum of bu�er delays instead of the
number of bu�ers� The linear program� therefore� does
not always �nd the minimum bu�er solution� However�
as the value ofmaxdel is increased� the solutions at which
the number of bu�ers just drops to a lower value are op�
timum� These are shown in bold in Table ��

Power Estimation� We estimated the peak and av�
erage power consumed by the add�b circuit� These esti�
mates are obtained by the techniques described by Hsiao
et al� 	�� �
� In their method� a genetic algorithm �nds
a vector�pair that produces the largest number of signal
transitions in the circuit with given gate delays� The
number of transitions is then determined by an event�
driven logic simulator� This number is normalized as
power by multiplying with the number of capacitive
nodes� The average power is determined by normaliz�
ing the per�vector activity averaged over a large number
of random vectors ������ for our estimates� simulated in
the event�driven mode� Table  gives the peak and aver�
age power estimates for the three optimized cases of the
add�b circuit �shown in boldface in Table ��� The esti�
mates are comparative to two reference cases� which cor�
respond to the original bu�er�less circuit� The reference

���



Table � Power estimation for optimized add�b circuits

No� Power with respect to Ref�

maxdel of Ref� model delays Ref� unit delays

buf� Peak Ave� Peak Ave�

� � ���� ���� ���� ����

� � ��	� ���	 ��	� ����

� �� � ��	� ���� ��	� ����

with �model delays� has gate delays scaled in proportion
to fanouts� In the other reference� all gates have unit
delays� All optimized circuits have a maximum of one
transition per gate per vector and their power estimates
are the same as those in the zero�delay case� The di�er�
ences between the optimized circuits are due to di�erent
numbers of bu�ers� which basically increase the number
of capacitive nodes in the circuit� Although this circuit is
small and variations in power are not large� these results
clearly show the trade�o� between the reduced transient
power and the increase of the overall circuit delay� In
actual applications� one expects the consumption to be
between the peak and average estimates�
A Four�Bit ALU Circuit� Our second example is

alu� 	�
� This circuit has �� inputs� � outputs and ��
gates� The gates were assumed to have a minimum de�
lay of one unit and �� bu�ers of zero minimum delay
were inserted� The AMPL model contains ��� path delay
constraints and over ����� multi�input gate constraints�
A linear programming solution takes less than �� sec�
onds on an SGI Octane �MIPS R������ computer� The
longest path has seven gates� For maxdel � �� we need
� bu�ers and no bu�er is needed for maxdel � ��� See
Table �� Compared to the model delay reference� we no�
tice that the minimum transient energy design �with no
bu�er� consumes ��� peak and ��� average power�

�� Conclusion

The main result of this work is a generalized condition
for the minimum transient energy� A linear programming
technique is shown to achieve this condition for all gates
optimally under the overall delay constraint for the cir�
cuit� Thus� the problem of transistor sizing 	�
 can be
reformulated for simultaneous optimization of area� de�
lay and power� The conditions for the linear program re�
quire path enumeration� Since the constraints on various
gates are not independent� further analysis may reduce
the total number of constraints� Another possibility is
to partition the circuit and optimize each partition for
minimum transient energy�
Combinational circuit analysis is valid for synchronous

systems� For asynchronous circuits� cycle delays are im�

Table �� Minimum transient energy alu� circuits

No� Power with respect to Ref�

maxdel of Ref� model delays Ref� unit delays

buf� Peak Ave� Peak Ave�

� 	 ��		 ���� ���
 ����

�� � ��	
 ���	 ���� ����

�� � ��	
 ���� ���� ����

� �	 � ��	� ���� ���� ����

portant and the analysis will require modi�cations�
Increased switching delay can in�uence the short cir�

cuit current� which �ows through the momentary short
between the power supply and ground created during
switching� The energy consumption due to this current
is usually neglected� However� attention should be fo�
cused on this component for large delay gates�
The techniques in this paper could have applications

in minimizing the CPU time of software and in reducing
the cost in project management�
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